eventually led to more frequent use of photography, which itself seemed to encourage more adventurous use of typefaces. The rock era cultural explosions of the 1960s and beyond inevitably altered perspectives, transforming the passive functionality of the cover into a vibrantly organic extension of the music it enveloped.
The old adage suggesting the dangers of judging content by cover appearance is not so readily applicable to album covers since the best works transcend their visual aesthetics by simultaneously conveying intrinsic elements of the music contained within. In general, the album cover is now rarely treated as perfunctory packaging merely presenting the performer in a nonchalant pose. Musicians with serious creative intent often view the cover as a direct representation of their work, a more tangible manifestation of essentially intangible musical concepts. Although, of course, startling exceptions to this intertextual consciousness abound, the album cover has established its own ground within the landscape of popular culture in spite of the often-lamented reduction in visual artistic surface area precipitated by the emergence and subsequent dominance of the compact disc.
Despite the numerous books chronicling the development of the album cover, only a passing glance has been given to the significance of Caribbean examples. Where calypso is concerned in these works, the exoticist excesses of the cultural imperialism of the late 1950s are ridiculed, focusing on American performers such as Harry Belafonte and Robert Mitchum capitalizing on one of the major commercial trends of that era in the recording industry. Those albums featured stereotypically touristic imagery, evoking the promise of sea, sand, sun and sex, which persistently resonate in the current promotional posters of most Caribbean territories. Reggae album covers have been treated far more seriously but always with minimal attention focused on a mere handful of examples from the genre. Chris Morrows Stir It Up: Reggae Album Cover Art attempts to fill this alarming cultural vacuum in the first collection that I have ever seen devoted solely to this field of Caribbean popular music.
Both the foreword and introduction astutely provide both the historical and conceptual contexts necessary for productive decoding of reggae iconography. The foreword, written by Bob Marleys art director Neville Garrick, highlights both his own prolific output in reggae album cover design and the pervasive importance of imagery in reggae culture. Garrick also notes that in many cases inappropriate designs often emerged from metropolitan record companies which rarely involved the performers in the visual representation of their work, although Morrow later points out that this aesthetic disconnection also occurred in Jamaica. Nevertheless, Garricks Byron Lee is one of the few surviving Jamaican artists whose recorded work spans all of the eras from ska to dancehall. While his album covers are included at several points, it seems odd that the visual feature for which his albums have arguably become most notorious scantily clad voluptuous women should be entirely absent from this collection. Chris Morrows collection is nonetheless highly creditable and stimulating, achieving a highly inclusive stylistic summary in an area rarely assessed to such an extent. The album cover has now become a widely contested cultural space, subject to unprecedented textual and intertextual assessment, and the valorization of the medium necessitates compilations such as this. Hopefully, this publication will be enthusiastically received and will lay the foundation for further reggae album cover analysis by both the author and others with a passion for this medium and music.
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